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Goodwill hunting
soul therapy: That little encouragement,
that gentle pat on the head goes a long
way in lifting our spirit
WE were walking ment, that gentle pat on the head
along Arlington goes a long way. We talk of chocol
Street in Boston re ates being soul food and shopping
cently when I as soul therapy. We can see what we
heard someone look like in the mirror and we can

we have been told to do this and

that for too long, we need to step
aside and say to ourselves, "Do we
want to fall into someone else's
mould or can we be ourselves?"

shouting at me from a Pajero which try to improve what we are not

It is never easy to see the wood

had stopped at the traffic lights. I happy with.
But it is hard to see our emotions
turned my head and saw a lady
waving at me excitedly. She in the mirror and even if we do, we

for the trees when we are in the

shouted "We have the same hand

are seldom taught how to recognise
bag!" and simultaneously lifted up our emotions and how to deal with
her handbag and shook it vigor them.
ously to show me that what she said
So what am I trying to say?
was absolutely true.
We often forget that although we
I laughed as I saw that I was also look strong on the outside, we are
carrying the handbag with bird fragile inside. Being constantly
prints all over it. Then to further
battered by words, accusations, in
accentuate the fun mood, I un
justices and namecalling leave us
buttoned my coat to reveal a frail. Being told what to say and
matching bird print frock beneath what not to say far too often
it. I bought my dress and bag from
enough leave us wondering if we
Dublin and I wondered whether
could say anything to anyone at all.
she got the same from downtown
Being misunderstood because of
Boston. Well, that definitely caused our perceptions or our choice of
an adrenalin rush.

words make us wish we had shared

Then we made our way towards none of our opinions at all. We may
Beacon Street where the famed be made of rock but constant chis

Cheers pub (of the American sit elling will chip off many bits of us
com television series with the same over time.
name that ran for 11 seasons from

thick of it. No one can identify with
the intensity of emotions that we
go through, and the choice is ours
alone to decide what we want to do
with our lives.
It is the stuff that we are made of

that anchors us. I had often

wondered how huge trees could be
toppled in a storm and yet when I
saw how shallow the roots were, it
all makes sense.

When our emotional health is in

order, we have every reason to
live.

All that is gold does not glitter,
Not all those who wander are

lost;

The old that is strong does not
wither,

Deep roots are not reached by the
frost.
 J.R.R. Tolkien

kohslhoward@gmail.com

So why can't we have acts of

1982 to 1993) stood. I saw two tour kindness instead of destruction?
To be kind is to be in the shoes of
ists trying to make sense of the vi
cinity by poring over a small black the other person, to empathise, and
and white map of Boston. In my to walk with her and hold her hand
pocket was a big coloured map of and show that you care. To be kind
Boston which I took from the con is not to bring up the past over and
cierge. I related what I saw to Mi over again. To be kind is to encour
chael and I was caught in a todo or age but also to correct at the same
nottodo situation as we walked time when you can see another per
past the couple. Michael gave me son walking down the path that you
the affirmation and I ran back to would not like to go yourself. To be
the couple and gave them my big kind is to understand that not
and coloured map, and their broad everything is personal and not
smiles said it all.
everything is about you.
What is it about random acts of

To be kind is also to take stock of

kindness that make our day?
These may be very small stuff,
but yet, again they leave a fuzzy

our own emotional health. We can

feeling behind, after all, we are tri
partite beings — body, soul and
spirit.
What touches our souls lifts up
the spirit. That little encourage

not blame another person for what

To be kind is to be
in the shoes of the

other person, to
empathise, and to
walk with her and
hold her hand and

show that you care.
Dr Koh Soo Ling
was a lecturer

at Universiti

we are or are not. To quote Ann

Teknologi

Bradford, "Tell the negative com
mittee that meets inside your head

Mara and now

to shut up and sit down," We owe it
to ourselves to develop confidence,
selfesteem and selfrespect. When

spends her .

days enjoying A
life as it is

